
 

To complete this project you will need: 
*Heartgrooves Handmade Felt Ball and Wood Bead Garland Kit 
*Scissors to trim yarn and twine  
*Hot glue + glue sticks (Mini high heat recommended) 
*Small pliers to pull needle through felt balls and smaller wood bead 
openings if needed. 

 

Kit Contents: 
*24 wool felt balls, 1.5-2.5 cm, 6 each of 4 colors 
*6 - 12 mm wood beads 
*32 8mm wood beads 
*6.5+ feet of natural twine 
*40+ feet of yarn 
*Craft needle 

To get started: 

*Unwrap the twine and tie a double knot in one end and then thread the craft 
needle with the other end. Before you get started stringing, decide if you want a 
3 foot garland (no space between the felt balls/beads) or a 6 foot garland (about 
3/4 inch space between each felt ball/bead). 
*Lay out your felt balls and beads in the pattern you want to follow for the 
garland. I like to have the smaller bead between each larger one for texture, but 
it can be any way you’d like!! 

*Start stringing the felt balls/beads onto the needle and push to the end of the 
twine where you tied the knot. You can secure with a little dot of hot glue at the 
end to be sure it won’t go anywhere. If the needle is difficult to pull through the 
larger felt balls, use some small pliers to pull the needle through. 
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*If you are making a 3 ft garland with no spaces, you can trim the large section 
of twine a little so it easier to manage. Keep stringing and push the felt balls/
beads all the way together. Don’t string it too tightly or your finished garland 
won’t have as much flexibility. Just place them right next to each other. 

 

*If you are making a 6 ft garland, don’t trim the twine and leave a little space 
between each felt ball/bead, 3/4 inch is a good amount. Since the beads have a 
larger opening than the twine, you will need to secure each wood bead with a 
little hot glue inside the opening. The felt balls should stay in place. 

*When you get to the last felt ball/bead, tie a double knot as close to the ball/
bead as possible. Secure with a little hot glue if it is loose. 

To make the Tassels: 
*Start by finding a sturdy object to use as a form that is about 4 inches long. I am 
using a plastic container for paper clips. Get out the yarn included in your kit 
and find the end. 
 

*Start wrapping the yarn around the form, wrap it around ~24 times beginning 
and ending at the same end. 

 

* Snip off a ~4 inch section of yarn and thread it through the craft needle. Slide 
that through the top of the wrapped yarn and tie a tight knot to secure all of the 
yarn together. 
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*Turn over the form and cut the yarn in the middle to release the tassel. 

 

*Cut another 4 inch section to tie in a knot around the top of the tassel. Let those 
strings hang down with the rest. 

 

*Trim the bottom so that the tassel is even. 

 

Finishing up: 

*Trim all of the extra twine from the garland and yarn from the top of the tassel. 

 

*Hot glue the tassel to the end bead by placing a small dot of hot glue at the top of 
the tassel, place onto bead and push the tassel into the hot glue so none of the 
knots are showing. 
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So many possibilities! 

 

Thank you for purchasing this Heartgrooves Handmade Garland Kit!  

 Your support is greatly appreciated :) 

Check out all of our kits and other handmade creations: 
 www.heartgrooves.etsy.com  |  www.somethingplume.com/collections/all/heartgrooves-handmade
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